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Topic Quiz: Functions Involving Square Roots Find the domain of the radical function. 1. f x  4  x



The domain is all real numbers x, where x _____ _____.



2. f x  5  2x



The domain is all real numbers x, where x _____ _____.



Use the graph to find the range of the radical equation. The range is all real numbers y, where



y 4 3



4. 3



y _____ _____.



2



y _____ _____.



2



1 2 1



The range is all real numbers y, where



y 4



1 1



2 x



1



2



3



4 x



The speed s, in miles per hour, at which the driver of a car uses the brakes is given by s  d/0.04, where d is the length, in feet, of the skid marks left on the road surface. 6. Use the graph to estimate the length of the skid 5. Graph the function. mark if the car is traveling 40 miles per hour. The length of the skid mark is about _____ feet.



Speed (in miles per hour)



3.



50



s



30 10 25 75 d Length of skid mark (in feet)



Topic Quiz: Operations with Radical Expressions
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Simplify the radical expression. 1. 5  23  43  25 _____________



2. 35  18  220 _____________



3.  6  3 6  3 ____________



4.



4 ____________ 2  3



The speed of a falling object when it hits the ground depends on the height at which it was dropped. The speed S, in feet per second, is given by S  8h , where h is the height the object has fallen in feet. 5. Which simplified expression can you use to find the difference in the speeds of an object that has fallen 50 feet and another object that has fallen 12 feet? Circle the correct answer. (a) 403  162



(b) 402  163



(c) 402  16



6. How much faster is the object that has fallen 50 feet traveling than the object that has fallen 12 feet? Round your answer to the nearest hundredth. The object that has fallen 50 feet is traveling about __________ feet per second faster than the object that has fallen 12 feet.
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Topic Quiz: Functions Involving Square Roots Find the domain of the radical function. 1. f x  4  x



4 ≤ _____. The domain is all real numbers x, where x _____



2. f x  5  2x



≥ _____. 0 The domain is all real numbers x, where x _____



Use the graph to find the range of the radical equation. The range is all real numbers y, where



y 4



4.



≥ _____. 0 y _____



3 2



≥ _____. 2 y _____



3 2



1 2 1



The range is all real numbers y, where



y 4



1 1



2 x



1



2



3



4 x



The speed s, in miles per hour, at which the driver of a car uses the brakes is given by s  d/0.04, where d is the length, in feet, of the skid marks left on the road surface. 5. Graph the function. 6. Use the graph to estimate the length of the skid mark if the car is traveling 40 miles per hour.



64 feet. The length of the skid mark is about _____



Speed (in miles per hour)



3.



50



s



30 10 25 75 d Length of skid mark (in feet)



Topic Quiz: Operations with Radical Expressions Simplify the radical expression.



3 3.  6  3 6  3 ____________



4.



4 8  43 ____________ 2  3



The speed of a falling object when it hits the ground depends on the height at which it was dropped. The speed S, in feet per second, is given by S  8h , where h is the height the object has fallen in feet. 5. Which simplified expression can you use to find the difference in the speeds of an object that has fallen 50 feet and another object that has fallen 12 feet? Circle the correct answer. (a) 403  162



(b) 402  163



(c) 402  16



6. How much faster is the object that has fallen 50 feet traveling than the object that has fallen 12 feet? Round your answer to the nearest hundredth.



28.86 feet per second faster than the object The object that has fallen 50 feet is traveling about __________ that has fallen 12 feet.
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75  32 35  23 2. 35  18  220 _______________ 1. 5  23  43  25 _______________
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Topic Quiz: Solving Radical Equations Solve the radical equation. If the equation has no solution, write none. 1. 2x  3  10 3. 2x  4  6



Solution: _____________ Solution: _____________



2. 4  x  2 4. 24x  3  10



Solution: _____________ Solution: _____________



The period of a pendulum is the time it takes for the pendulum weight to swing back and forth. The period T, in seconds, is approximated by T  6.28



32L



where L is the length of the pendulum, in feet. 5. If a pendulum has a period of about 8.6 seconds, which equation can you solve to find the value of L? Circle the correct answer. 8.62 L  2 6.28 32



(a)



(b)



8.6 L  6.28 32



(c) 8.6  6.28



  L 32



2



6. Solve the equation to find the length of the pendulum. Use a calculator and round your answer to the nearest whole number. The length of the pendulum is about _______ feet.



Topic Quiz: Rational Exponents Simplify the expression. Write your answer using radical notation. 1
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1. x 3 3.  t



x







9 1 2 3



4 3



1



____________



____________



2. m 4



m



4.  y



5



3 7



2 3



____________



____________



The volume of a softball is approximately 29 cubic inches.



V  43  r 3



5. Which equation gives the radius of a softball? Circle the correct answer. (a) r 



3429  3



(b) r 



4329 3



(c) r 



3 3 29 4



6. Find the radius of a softball. Use a calculator and round your answer to the nearest hundredth. A softball has a radius of about _________ inches.
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Topic Quiz: Solving Radical Equations Solve the radical equation. If the equation has no solution, write none. 1. 2x  3  10



x  22 Solution: _____________ none Solution: _____________



3. 2x  4  6



none Solution: _____________



2. 4  x  2 4. 24x  3  10



x7 Solution: _____________



The period of a pendulum is the time it takes for the pendulum weight to swing back and forth. The period T, in seconds, is approximated by T  6.28



32L



where L is the length of the pendulum, in feet. 5. If a pendulum has a period of about 8.6 seconds, which equation can you solve to find the value of L? Circle the correct answer. (a)



8.62 L  2 6.28 32



(b)



8.6 L  6.28 32



(c) 8.6  6.28



  L 32



2



6. Solve the equation to find the length of the pendulum. Use a calculator and round your answer to the nearest whole number.



60 feet. The length of the pendulum is about _______



Topic Quiz: Rational Exponents Simplify the expression. Write your answer using radical notation.



x



4 3



x x ____________ 3



2



1



2. m 4



tt 3.  t 2 3 ____________



m



2 3



m ____________ 12



11



y y 4.  y 7 5 ____________



9 1



3



2 7



The volume of a softball is approximately 29 cubic inches.
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1



1. x 3



V  43  r 3



5. Which equation gives the radius of a softball? Circle the correct answer. (a) r 



3429  3



(b) r 



4329 3



(c) r 



3 3 29 4



6. Find the radius of a softball. Use a calculator and round your answer to the nearest hundredth.



1.91 inches. A softball has a radius of about _________
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Topic Quiz: Solving Quadratic Equations by Completing the Square Decide what term you should add to create a perfect square trinomial. 1. x 2  8x



2. x 2  28x



You should add the term _______.



You should add the term _______.



Solve the quadratic equation by completing the square. 3. x 2  4x  5



The solutions are x  ______________ and x  ______________.



4. x 2  10x  23



The solutions are x  ______________ and x  ______________.



A fish tank has a volume of 25,920 cubic inches. The length of the tank is 48 inches, the width is x inches, and the height is x  12 inches. (The volume V of a rectangular prism is V  lwh, where l is the length, w is the width, and h is the height.)



(x  12) in.



x in. 48 in.



5. Which equation can be used to find the width and the height? Circle the correct answer. (a) x 2  12x  48



(b) x 2  12x  25,920



(c) x 2  12x  540



6. Determine the width and the height by completing the square.
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The width of the fish tank is _______ inches and the height is _______ inches.
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Topic Quiz: Solving Quadratic Equations by Completing the Square Decide what term you should add to create a perfect square trinomial. 1. x 2  8x



2. x 2  28x



16 You should add the term _______.



196 You should add the term _______.



Solve the quadratic equation by completing the square. 3. x 2  4x  5



5 1 and x  ______________. The solutions are x  ______________



4. x 2  10x  23



5  2 5  2 and x  ______________. The solutions are x  ______________



A fish tank has a volume of 25,920 cubic inches. The length of the tank is 48 inches, the width is x inches, and the height is x  12 inches. (The volume V of a rectangular prism is V  lwh, where l is the length, w is the width, and h is the height.) 5. Which equation can be used to find the width and the height? Circle the correct answer. (a) x 2  12x  48



(b) x 2  12x  25,920



(x  12) in.



x in. 48 in.



(c) x 2  12x  540



6. Determine the width and the height by completing the square.
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18 inches and the height is _______ 30 inches. The width of the fish tank is _______
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